
by Emily Jacobs
Staff Writer

Julie Gossman Sapper and Lisa Levin Re-
ichmann want to help you run farther

and faster.
at’s why this running duo, who hail from

Rockville and Gaithersburg, respectively,
formed Run Farther and Faster, LLC at the
beginning of this year. 

Road Runners Club of America certified
running coaches, Sapper and Reichmann
met through mutual friends and began
coaching together in the fall of 2010
through the Rockville Parks and Recreation
Department and the Jewish Community
Center of Greater Washington. Aer devel-
oping a sizeable group of runners, the two
decided to form Run Farther and Faster,
and now coach more than 200 runners in
the Greater Washington Area in both group
and individual settings. In addition to lead-
ing several group programs throughout the
year for both beginners and advanced run-
ners, Sapper and Reichmann speak and
write about the benefits of running and how
to maintain a healthy lifestyle. e two also
do virtual coaching and provide schedules
and information via email and phone. 

Interestingly enough, both Sapper and Re-
ichmann’s running careers began during their
time in law school as a way to relieve stress. 

Sapper, who currently practices part time
at the Department of Justice in the Criminal
Division, explained that as coaches and
moms they know first hand how hard it can
be to juggle responsibilities and a training
schedule, and have designed their programs
to accommodate even the busiest clients.

“We both take seriously what people
need, and we really try and target our pro-
grams to what is necessary for our runners,”
she said. “We get the limitations and how
life can sometimes take over your best in-
tentions to do good things for your body
and your health.”

Reichmann, who previously worked at a
private practice in the District, described

the philosophy of their various programs
as “progressive over load, baby steps and
rest and recovery. We focus very strongly
on injury prevention and not just having
them run, but getting them into the best
position to stay healthy and be able to con-
tinue their progression.”

Sapper and Reichmann, who recently ran
the Boston Marathon for the fih and ninth
time, respectively, added that they both fell in
love with running because of its convenience,
and lack of equipment needed, aside from a
good pair of running shoes. 

“I love running so much, because it’s one of
the few things in life that if you work hard and
train hard you’ll achieve your goal,” said Sap-
per. “With all the variables in life, it’s a nice
control factor to have where you’re able to
have a realistic goal that you can achieve. It’s
something tangible that we can attain and
look forward to. It also allows us to set exam-
ples for our kids, friends and communities.

“e running community is full of positive
people who all have the same goal among
their stresses, which are to take care of their
bodies and stay healthy. We love running be-
cause it’s a tangible goal that we can share
with others who all of a sudden reach a run-
ning goal that they never thought was possi-
ble,” said Reichmann.

Although the two hope to coach as many
runners as possible, they also strive to main-
tain a personal relationship with every one of
their runners. 

“We both just really love the personal con-
nections that we form. at has been the
most rewarding thing for us and makes us
better coaches,” said Reichmann. 

“We’d love to grow and expand our busi-
ness, but we don’t want to get so big that we
lose the connections that we’ve made. We’re
enjoying where we are right and we love
coaching people and want to continue to
coach them on an individual level and in
group settings,” said Sapper.

For information on Run Farther and
Faster, LLC, visit http://runfartherand-
faster.blogspot.com/.
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Julie Sapper, le, and Lisa  Reichmann, kneel to pose for a photo with a group of runners
that they trained for the Kaiser Permanente Pike’s Peek 10k and Kids Fun Run on April 29.
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ey want you to run farther, faster Julie Gossman Sapper and Lisa Levin Reichmann, creators of Run Farther &
Faster LLC, pose for a photo aer running the Boston Marathon on April 16.




